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Abstract

Displacement estimation is a crucial step in ultrasonic strain imaging. The displacement between a pre- and postcompression signal 

in the current data window is estimated by first shifting the postcompression signal by the displacement obtained in the previous 

data window to reduce their decorrelation and then determining the remaining part of the displacement through autocorrelation and 

conversion of phase difference into time delay. However, since strain image qxiality tends to vary with the amount of compression 

applied, we propose two new methods for enhancing strain image quality, i.e., displacement normalization and adaptive persistence. 

Both in vitro and in vivo experiments are carried out to acquire ultrasound data and produce strain images in real time under the 

application of quasistatic compression. The experimental results demonstrate that the methods are quite effective in inproving strain 

image quality and thus can be applied to inplementing an ultrasound elasticity imaging system that operates in real time.
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I. Introduction

Ultrasonic strain imaging refers to a technique for 

mapping the strain distribution of a medium of interest 

under mechanical compression using ultrasound inter

rogation. It may be 니sed to diagnose cancer or tumor 

whose strain is different from the surrounding tissue 

especially when there is little or no difference in re

flectivity between them. In ultrasonic strain imaging 

using quasistatic compression, displacements are es

timated and differentiated to produce a str•거in image 

[1-6]. Although crosscorrelation or speckle pattern 

matching methods can be employed for the direct es

timation of displacements, their computational burden 

is quite high due in part to additional interpolation.

Autocorrelation-based methods have also been em

ployed when computing displacement due to static 

conpression in stain imaging [1~4]. When autocorrelation
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methods are adopted, phase difference should be 

converted to time delay. Since interpolation is not 

necessary and correlation functions do not need to 

be calculated at multiple lags in these methods, they 

are suitable for use in ultrasonic imaging systems 

that need to operate in real time. However, the 

center frequency of the signal should be exactly 

known for the accurate estimation of displacement 

[5, 6]. This is not an easy task in view of the fact 

that ultrasound signals have a broad bandwidth and 

the center frequency tends to vary over the range 

of imaging depths due to speckle and attenuation 

characteristics. Worse yet, if the displacement 

between the pre- and postcompression signals is 

large, the phase estimation error becomes large due 

to an increase in the decorrrelation. Moreover, the 

quality of strain image may suffer when the amount 

of compression applied varies with time.

In this paper, the calculated phase difference between 

the pre- and postcompression signals from the demo

dulated complex baseband signal is approximated 
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using a first-order Taylor series. Since the resulting 

expression for the phase difference involves a term 

for the center frequency, the center frequency va

riation can be corrected for using a method for es

timating the instantaneous frequency at every imaging 

depth [4]. In order to cope with large error due to 

large displacement, the postcompression signal is shifted 

against the precompression one by the amount corres

ponding to the delay obtained in the previous data 

window [5-7]. Due to the reduction of both displacement 

and decorrelation, the estimation becomes accurate. 

Furthermore, strain image quality can be improved by 

displacement normalization and adaptive persistence, 

a preliminary feasibility study of which is undertaken 

in [8]. The displacement profile of e가ch scanline is 

normalized by the val니e of the displacement at a 

maximum imaging depth. Adaptive persistence is applied 

to individual strain image frames to reduce noise. 

The improvement of strain image quality is verified 

through simulations and experiments.

II. Estimation of Displacement and Strain

In this paper, complex baseband signals are used 

to estimate the displacement between pre- and post- 

compression signals reflected from tissue. The dis

placement is modeled by using an allpass filter whose 

phase varies linearly with frequency. In this case, 

the linear phase delay is the same as the group delay. 

Also, both are identical to the time delay, 丁. If an 

input, x】(r) = r(f)cos(£%f + 0(f)), is applied to the filter, 

then the output, which is a delayed version of the 

in":, is given by

x2 (/) = X] (— £)= r(t - t) cos(6O0 (/ - r) + 构一【))， (1)

where r(t} is the envelope,气 is the radian center 

frequency, and 如)is the time-varying phase. Following 

demodulation, their complex baseband signals can be 

expressed as

初0)3(，"⑴

电⑴二心*)以EMF). (2)

The phase difference between the two signals in a 

finite interval can be written as

AO>0 = arg < xbl (n) - xh^(ri) >- <wor + - z-),'⑶

where arg denotes the phase of the argument, < >, 

the inner product, and *, the complex conjugate. Ex

panding 0(—£)in a first-order Taylor series yields

如-r)«知)-珅《、)・ (4)

Thus, equation (3) can be simplified as

△①o = 69两+矿(烦 (5)

Solving the above eq니ation for r, we obtain

… △叫二 △①o

아)十。0) a)^ + (?) , (6)

where。'。)=仞月0) is the derivative of phase with re

spect to time, corresponding to the instantaneous fre

quency. Hence,

他=心)=咨<%(〃"」〃")>, ⑺

where T is the sampling period. This term is re

sponsible for reducing errors associated with the center 

frequency shift with increasing imaging depth due to 

speckle and attenuation characteristics. If 欢 >느 任如。), 

then equation (6) can be further simplified so that the 

following approximation 

can be used [3, 5].

If the displacement between two signals to be com

pared is large, their decorrelation becomes large, 

resulting in large errors in estimating the phase di
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fference. To make the phase difference as small as 

possible, our method of displacement estimation proceeds 

by shifting the postcompression signal, xq、t), by the 

amount corresponding to a previo니sly estimated coarse 

displacement, 8, as in the following expression：

xb2(t + $) 二 ,(—丁 +『셔(-"S)). (9)

The above process is graphically depicted in Fig. 

1. Note that the waveforms in Fig. 1 represent either 

in-phase or quadrature components. Considering the 

fact that for proper operation, \t-3\ should be main

tained less than one half of the period of the signal 

of interest, this shifting operation leads us to obtain 

valid displacement estimates.

Taking the inner product of 易iW and xb2(t + 3) over 

a finite data window and calc니lating the phase, we get

△①$ = arg < xbl(/)-xb2 (t + 3) >= cyor + 顿、)+ (10)

Approximating the above equation using a first- 

order Taylor series expansion gives

△① s =吋 + W)(匚-Q). (11)

Hence, t can be expressed as

_ △①

s 气 + 丽—. CL2)

Using the relationship that a temporal shift of § is

Fig. 1. (a) Reference, i.e., precompression signal, (b) postcom

pression signal, and (c) shifted version of (b) by the 

amo니nt given by a previou이y estimated delay,

equivalent to a phase rotation of *5)and expanding 

in a Taylor series, we can obtain the following rela

tionship：

顷 = arg[< % (?) • xb2\t + <?)> 이 (r - S) +(r)(r - 8) .

(13) 

Consequently, we obtain

으의쯔

饱+矿⑺， (14)

where r can be correctly determined from as 

long as the latter is within the range [一 几，씨 so as to 

avoid aliasing.

To obtain satisfactory displacement estimates, it is 

essential that 8 should be as close to r as possible. 

Since the displacement estimation starts 거t a depth 

of zero, as one gets deeper into the axial direction, 

the displacements of the current and previous data 

windows tend to be nearly identical. In subsequent 

simulation and experiment studies, in order to obtain 

the current displacement estimate, r, we have used 

the previously estimated version of displacement, r, 

for 5.

III. New Methods for Improving Strain 
Image Quality

In quasistatic compression methods, the operator, 

who is usually an ultrasonographer, man니ally applies 

a sinusoidal compression with a transducer, so the 

amo니nt of compression applied varies with time [9, 

10]. Therefore, there is definitely a need to improve 

strain image quality and maintain it relativ시y constant 

[11, 12]. In order to accomplish this, we present two 

new methods in this paper.

One is the use of a quality measure in evaluating 

the quality of strain image. Using the quality measure, 

we normalize the displacement profile of every scanline 

in individual displacement images. More specifically, 

the normalization refers to dividing the displacement 
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profile, along the axial direction, of each scanline by 

the value of the displacement at a maximum imaging 

depth, so that we can obtain the same displacement 

at the maximum imaging depth across all scanlines. 

To eliminate low~quality strain images, Jiang et al. 

[9] proposed a performance descriptor that is given 

by the product of the correlation among motion- 

comp텬ns&ted radio frequency echo fields and the con~ 

sistency among consecutive strain images. By contrast, 

our method focuses on reducing displacement variations 

from one scanline to another resulting from nonuniform 

stress distribution.

The other is the application of adaptive persistence 

processing to each fram얀 to reduce strain image 

noise.

We have investigated the validity and efficacy of 

these new methods by simulations and experiments.

3J. Normalization of displacement
The quality of strain image is proportional to the 

amount of applied compression over an intermediate 

range of strain [13]. Therefore, if the amount of com

pression applied can be determined, it can b여 used 

as a criterion for image quality.

The displacement at a maximum imaging depth tends 

to be proportional to the compression. We construct 

갼 graph, hereinafter to be termed maximum displacement 

curve (MDC), which plots the estimates of displace

ment at the maximum imaging depth across all scanlines. 

Although th인 MDC tends to fluctuate due to medium 

inhomogeneity and displacement misestimation, a pa

rabolic curve fitting operation can produce a smoothly 

fitted maximum displacement curve (FMDC).

As a meas니re of the estimation error, we propose 

냐sing the standard deviation, , of the fitting re

siduals between the MDC and FMDC as defined below：

(tmdc=(7{\MDC-FMDC\}

= 이}. (15)

The standard deviation becomes large when there are 

displacement estimation errors due to th은 inhomogeneity 

and lateral motion in the medium The average maximum 

displacement,卩m心 due to the applied compression 

can be found from the absolute value of the FMDC. 

MDCs are determined from displacement image based 

on experimental data, and then FMDCs are obtained, 

which can be classified into one of the following four 

cases：

(a) Case of 心乂 being very small' Because the applied 

compression is small, the image quality is very jx)or.

(b) Case of FMDC having a zero-crossing： This co

rresponds to the case that th負언 is a region whose 

displacement is identically zero.

(c) Case of FMDC being tilted- The applied compression 

differs from one scanline to the next, so the image 

quality differs depending on the scanline number. 

In this case, normalization improves the image 

quality significantly.

(d) Case of Kmdc being very large- The image q나ality 

is already satisfactory, and thus no normalization 

is necessary.

The normalization serves the of making

the maximum displacement for each scanline the same 

by dividing the displacement profile of each scanline 

at each depth by the value of the FMDC at the maximum 

imaging depth. After normalization, the FMDCs at the 

maximum depth when connected together across all 

the scaniine응 will be nearly a straight line. In order 

to enhance the quality of strain imag얀, it is reco

mmended that strain image frames corresponding to 

the case of (a), in which ^mdc is very small, and the 

case of (b), in which the FMDC has a zero-crossing, 

should not be displayed on the monitor.

3.2. Adaptive persistence
Because the q니ality of each frame of strain image 

is affected by the amount of applied compression, the 

image quality changes depending on, and thus is sensitive 

to, the operator^ hand motion when a sequence of 

image frames is being displayed. This observation 

suggests that there is an advantage to employing 

adaptive persistence in the temporal domain to improve 
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the quality of each strain image frame. A persistence 

method used in conventional B-mode imaging merely 

averages consecutive image frames, degrading image 

quality when the constituent frames are of poor quality. 

In this paper, however, we introduce a quality metric, 

Q, which adaptively weigh between the present and 

past strain image frames to produce a high-quality 

output image, as in the following convex sum ex

pression：

S 이硕 어) + (1-0) , (16)

where Sin(n} is the current input strain image frame, 

and S如,(”)and are the current and previous 

output strain image frames, respectively. Following 

this processing, the output strain image is displayed 

on the monitor. Depending on the value of Q, the 

adaptive persistence filter operates in one of the 

following three modes：

1) Case of Q : Because there is a significant amount 

of noise, the present frame is discarded, and the 

previous image frame is output again.

2) Case of 0<2<l: The weighted average of the 

present and past frames is output.

3) Case of Q = 1 ： No persistence is used in this case, 

and only the present frame is output.

The quality metric, Q, used in equation (16), should 

be determined from strain images. We use two types 

of Q. One is an analytical quality (AQ) which can be 

considered objective since it can be calculated from 

an expression to be presented shortly, and the other 

is a subjective quality (SQ), which is a figure of merit 

determined by subjectively assessing the quality of 

each frame of strain images. The subjective grade is 

defined to take on an integer value from 0 to 4 with 

the corresponding strain image quality presented in 

Table 1.

卩mdc is approximately proportional to the applied 

compression, and exhibits almost the same trend as 

SQ. Thus, the value of 卩mdc can be used as that of 

AQ, but those strain images with an SQ value of zero

Table 1. Grade and q니ality of strain image.

Grade Quality of strain image

0 Poor

1 0내line visile

2 In이니sion discerni미e

3 Inclusion better discernible

4 Exc 에 ent

should be discarded completely. To this end, we define 

a parameter termed normalized standard deviation 

(NSD) as follows：

k - ^MDC 
u nMDC _ n

卩MDC (17)

In order to find frames whose SQ value is eq니al to 

zero, we compute ^nMDc. We set the power n to 3, 

and select a threshold for b顽丽.If the value of。&汇 

is found to exceed the threshold, it is made to saturate. 

This is then followed by a normalization step to make 

the maximum value of Mdc equal to unity. Because 

the values of peak in most of the image frames 

whose SQ values are zero, we can remove those bad 

frames. In summary, we compute AQ from 卩mdc and 

。■伽dc using the following expression：

^(? = J/Zwc/max(/Zwc )，anMDC < ,

[ 0, otherwise, (18)

where 7% is a threshold that is determined empirically 

and 丑间3"工)is the maximum value of 卩mdc over a 

certain number of consecutive strain image frames. 

The 卩mdc values can also be used as a quality measure. 

Th니s, we remove bad frames whose SQ v게tie is zero, 

and use 卩mdc , after normalizing it to unity, as a quality 

measure for the remaining frames. Because frames 

w辻h a zero-crossing can be taken out by computing 

6ndc ,卩mdc is not used in selecting those bad frames.

IV. Sim니ations

In order to verify equation (14), we generate ultra
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sound signals in a computer. By convolving random 

scatterers positioned along the axial direction with 

a 7.5 MHz center frequency and 60% bandwidth ultra

sound pulse, we generate the received echo data con

sisting of 100 scanlines. To model the received signal 

after applying compression, the position of the random 

scatterers is changed depending on the amount of com

pression. The reflected echo corresponding to a pre- 

compression signal, r(t}, is obtained by convolving a 

transmit pulse, p(t), and the impulse response, s{t), 

of a distribution of random scatterers.

r(/) = p(0*5(0, (19)

where t is the temporal equivalent of depth. In order 

to produce a postcompression signal, 2), which is 

a strained version of r(t), we transmit a temporally 

expanded version, p(at), of the transmit pulse, pit), 

to a medium of interest, and obtain the following ex

pression：

展)= P(〃a)*W), (20)

where = 1/(1 - 引 a !. Here, s corresponds to the applied 

strain. If we temporally compress and attenuate 成), 

both by a factor of a, the rescaled output, E), in 

terms of both amplitude and time can be written as：

S) = ra{at)!a = p(t) * s(at) . (21) 

Now the scatterers have a modified version of their 

original, uncorrpressed distribution, with the modification 

being a temporal compression by a factor of a. Then 

we estimate the displacement of E) with respect to 

r(0- To account for the center frequency downshift 

with increasing depth, an attenuation of 0.5 dB/cm/ 

MHz is included by 나sing a minimum-phase filter model 

[14].

Because we assume the elastic medium to be uniform, 

the displacement should increase linearly with increasing 

depth when compression is applied. Fig. 2 shows the 

displacement profile computed using equation (8) when 

a medium with an attenuation coefficient of 0.5 dB/ 

cm/MHz is subjected to 0.1% compression. The vertical 

bars denote 土 one standard deviation in displacement. 

With increasing imaging depth, the center frequency 

shifts downward and the displacement estimation 

error increases.

However, if we compensate for the center frequency 

shift using equation (14) and shift one signal against 

the other to reduce their decorrelation, we can reduce 

the displacement estimation errors as can be seen in 

Fig. 3. Even when the applied compression is large 

eno니아! that the phase difference exceeds the angle 

range [- 丸, 시 at the maximum displacement, the resulting 

displacement is shown to be correctly estimated as 

can be seen in Fig. 4, where the estimation errors 

do not increase with depth. From Figs. 2 and 3, we 

can see that 니nless the center frequency shift due 
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Fig. 2. Displacement estimated using equation 

(8) in a medium with an attenuation 

coefficient of 0.5 dB/cm/MHz when 

the applied compression is 0.1%. The 

vertical bars denote 土 one standard 

deviation.

Fig. 3. Displacement estimated using equation 

(6) in a medium with an attenuation 

coefficient of 0.5 dB/cm/MHz when 

the applied compression is 0.1%. The 

vertical bars denote 士 one standard 

deviation.

Fig. 4. Displacement estimated 나sing equation 

(14) in a medium with an attenuation 

coeffiGi리it of 0.5 dB/cm/MHz when 

the applied compression is 0.5%. The 

vertical bars denote 土 one standard 

deviation.
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to atteri니ation is compensated for appropriately, the 

center frequency decreases with increasing depth 

and the displacements tend to be underestimated.

V. Experiments

Both in vitro and in vivo experiments were carried 

out to verify the proposed method. A manual cyclic 

compression was externally applied to an elasticity 

phantom (model 5864； CIRS, Norfolk, VA, USA) and 

a human subject using a 7.5 MHz linear transducer 

array. The baseband in-phase and q나더drat니re data 

were acquired in real time from a clinical ultrasound 

scanner (Accuvix XQ； Medison, Seoul), and were trans

ferred to a PC for signal processing. In all cases 

equation (14) was used to obtain results. Displace

ments were estimated by performing autocorrelation 

with a window length of 1 mm. The window length 

was empirically determined considering the estimation 

accuracy, center frequency, transducer bandwidth, 

and amount of compression applied. Successive data 

windows overlapped 50% of the window length.

The displacement and strain in the axial direction 

are estimated, and their corresponding images are 

presented in the left and right panels of Fig. 5, re

spectively. The strain image is obtained by differentiating 

the displacement profile along the axial direction. 

Both images are postprocessed by a 3-by-3 pixel 

median as well as boxcar averaging filter. The black 

circle represents a cylinder that is three times harder 

than the backgro니nd. The cylinder has a diameter of

10 mm and is located at a depth of 30 mm.

In order to judge the quality of a strain image of 

interest, we use both elastographic contrast-to-noise 

ratio, CNRe> and elastographic signal-to-noise ratio, 

SNRe [15, 16]：

C® = 2(牛_吋
SNK= 土, (22)

where & and 由 are the mean strain in the cylinder 

and background, respectively, V and。■& are the 

standard deviation of strain in the cylinder and 

backgro니nd, respectively, and a and 卩 are the 

standard deviation and mean of the entire strain 

image, respectively.

For the strain image shown in the right panel of Fig. 

5, it is found that Mmdc = 0.5422( aMDC = 0.0197, CNRe 

=40.8 dB, and SNRe = 23 dB. The dotted rectangular 

boxes in the figure indicate the areas used to compute 

CNRe. When the center frequency is compensated for 

its variation, both CNRe and SNRe increase by about 

0.3 dB. Because image processing is done in the figure, 

the effect of compensation is not very noticeable.

Fig. 6 depicts the MDC in solid line and the FMDC 

in dashed line for the displacement image in the left 

panel of Fig. 5. The results of parabolic curve fitting 

show that most of the MDCs can be smoothly fitted 

despite their fluctuations, implying that the compre-

Fig. 6. Comparison of the MDC (solid line) and its FMDC (dashed 

line) obtained from Fig. 5.
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ssion applied has propagated through the medium sphe

rically [17]. We comp저MDCs det연！원d from ex

perimental data and their corresponding FMDCs in 

Fig. 7, where the latter can be categorized into one 

of the four cases as mentioned in Subsection 3.1.

In Fig. 8, for。거ch of the above four cases, the first 

and second columns are displacement images before 

and after normalization, respectively, and the third 

and 1 거st columns are strain images before and after 

normalization by the FMDCs in Fig. 7. In the cases 

of (c) and (d), there is 거n improvement in image quality, 

whereas there is no improvement in the cases of (a)

50 100 150 2g
scanline

디g. 7. Comparison of MDC and F이DC in four cases： (a) FMDC 

has small values, (b) FMDC has a zero-crossing, (c) 

FMDC is tilted, and (d) FMDC has large values.

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Hg. 8. For four cases of FMDCs lab얐电d (a), (b), (c), and (d), columns 1 and 2 represent displacement images bef아® and after nor

malization, respectively, and columns 3 and 4 represent strain images gf아弔 and after normalization, respectively.
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and (b). Fig. 9 shows what five grades of strain images 

each look like. Table 2 presents the values of Awe, 

"mdc , CNRe, and SNRe for five grades of strain images 

shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 10 compares the SQ and 卩mdc , where we can 

observe that there is good correlation between them. 

The number of evaluated consecutive strain image 

frames is 64. Fig. 11 shows that low-quality frames 

can be removed by utilizing the fact that anMDc peak 

in most of the frames whose SQ values are zero. Fig. 

12 compares the AQ and SQ as a function of the image 

frame n니mber. We can see that the AQ computed 

from 나mdc andc gives similar results as the SQ.

Table 2. Evaluation of parameters for each grade shown in 

Fig. 9.

Grade 卩MDC aMDC CNRe SNRe

0 0.033 0.0123 12.12 6.79

1 0.174 0.0075 11.49 10.85

2 0.699 0.0259 21.52 16.26

3 1.120 0.0395 35.74 21.60

4 0.542 0097 40.83 22.99

We compare plots of CNRe and SNRe versus the frame 

number in Figs. 13 and 14, respectively, after per

sistence processing based on the AQ values computed 

according to equation (18). The dotted lines indicate 

no persistence processing, and the solid lines represent 

the result of persistence processing, where small 

values of CNRe and SNR^ are removed but large values 

are retained.

Fig. 15 compares the SQ and AQ values determined 

from in vivo human data. The dotted line denotes SQ 

values for 64 frames of a strain image sequence 

using the same method as used in the above phantom 

study, and the solid line indicates AQ values obtained 

by using 〃 = 1 in the denominator of equation (17). 

Because the solid and dotted lines exhibit a similar 

tendency, it can be seen that strain image quality can 

be assessed by using both 卩mdc and Jmdc . anMDc is 

found to be small in the phantom where scatterers 

are uniform, but large in the h니man tissue which is 

inhomogeneous. Using a smaller value of n when 

calculating。"両財 is more effective in searching for 

bad frames.

0.2

P 10 20 30 40 50 60 70
frame

Fig. 10. Comparison of p,MDC (s이d line) and 

SQ (dotted line).

Fig. 11. Comparison of NSD Slid line) and 

SQ (dotted line).

frame

Fig. 12. Comparison 가 AQ (s이id line) and 

SQ (dotted line) in phantom.
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5-

30 40
frame

50 60

Fig. 13. Comparison of CNRe b아이e (dotted 

line) and after (solid line) processing.

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70
frarr«

Fig. 14. Comparison of SNRe before (clotted 

line) and after (s이d line) processing.

Fig. 15. Comparison of SQ (dotted line) and 

AQ (solid line) for a human volunteer.

Fig. 16. Strain images before (left) and after (right) applying 

adaptive persistence processing where (a) and (b) co

rrespond to frames 47 and 14 of Fig. 15, respectively.

an ultrasonic scanner, displacements are estimated 

using the shift-compensated autocorrelation. We com

pensate for center frequency variation, and convert 

phase difference into time delay after shifting one 

signal relative to the other by the amount obtained 

in the previous data window. This method as well as 

new quality measures is applied to real-time elasticity 

imaging to obtain strain images of a phantom and a 

human volunteer with the res니It that the estimation 

error is relatively small. Both MDC and FMDC are 

obtained to eval나ate the quality of strain images, and 

are confirmed to be directly related to image quality. 

The problem that strain image quality changes with 

time while applying a quasistatic compression using 

a transducer array is mitigated by employing newly 

proposed quality measures.

The left and right panels of Fig. 16 correspond to 

strain images obtained by using AQ before and after 

persistence processing, respectively. Fig. 16(a) co

rresponds to frame 47 of Fig. 15, and shows a higher 

contrast following persistence processing. In Fig. 16(b) 

corresponding to frame 14 of Fig. 15, the unpro

cessed left image is of poor quality, while the right 

image shows improved quality after persistence pro

cessing.

VI. Conclusions

In order to produce strain images in real time on
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